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The subject of this paper will be variational problems fF(x, x)dt = min in

parameter form with fixed endpoints. The existence of rectifiable minimizing

arcs has been proved under exceedingly general conditions. However, as soon

as one wants to establish differentiability properties of the solutions one uses

the Euler equations and must therefore assume the existence of second partial

derivatives of F(x, x).

Hence it is not at all clear exactly which differentiability properties of the

solutions are due to which properties of F(x, x). The present paper tries to take

a first step towards filling this gap. Simple examples show that without con-

tinuity or without the strict convexity of the indicatrix of F(x, x) no general

statements about the differentiability of the solution will be possible. Also,

an example was given(x) to show that even if these two conditions are satis-

fied, the minimizing curves are not necessarily of class D'. In the example the

indicatrix is an ellipse everywhere so that the variation of F(x, x) for fixed x

is as smooth as possible. This and the example of the Minkowskian geometry

(corresponding to an integrand not depending on the x) suggest investigation

of the implications of the Lipschitz condition:

\F(x, Q -F(x, $)| ^C[£(*<- *<)2]1/2[Z (SO2]1'2-

If the underlying space is two-dimensional we shall prove that already un-

der this condition all minimizing arcs are continuously differentiable. Since we

do not even require the existence of first partial derivatives of F(x, x), our

method has to be quite different from the usual ones. Our procedure was sug-

gested by the treatment of geodesies on arbitrary convex surfaces in [4]. So

far we have not succeeded in getting a similar result for more dimensional

spaces. In the two-dimensional case three questions arise next—namely,

whether under the same conditions the minimizing curves have second deriva-

tives, whether every line element is contained in at least one minimizing arc,

and whether a given line element occurs in at most one such arc. Simple

examples will show that the answer to all three questions is negative.

We thought it useful for further investigations of this type to develop the

general theory on a broader and more axiomatic base than the results men-

tioned would have required. Among the results which we get, the follow-

ing may be of interest. If F(x, x)>0 for X(*>)2>0 and continuous, then
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(') See [3, pp. 281-285]. For the definition of classes C and D', see §1 below.
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d(P, Q)=greatest lower bound of JdF{x, x)dt, where D varies over all ori-

ented curves of class D' from P to Q, defines a (not necessarily symmetric)

metric space. The question arises how far F(x, x) is determined by d(P, Q).

The answer is: d(P, Q) does not change if, and only if, the convex closure of the

indicatrix of the new function Fi(x, x) at every point coincides with the convex

closure of the indicatrix of F(x, x). In particular, there is one and only one

quasi-regular function F(x, x) to which d(P, Q) belongs.

1. The space and its vector function. Our space 3JJ will be an w-dimen-

sional coordinate space of class 1, i.e., it satisfies the following conditions:

(a) It is a Hausdorff space.

(b) Among the neighborhoods of a point P there is at least one coordinate

neighborhood (we shall abbreviate this as C.N.) U(P), i.e., there exists a topo-

logical mapping Q—*x = (xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn) of U(P) onto some sphere 2"=iX2<p,

p>0, of the w-dimensional Euclidean space. U(P) together with this mapping

forms the C.N. We call xu ■ ■ ■ , xn the coordinates of Q. This requirement

implies: When the intersection U U of two C.N. U and U (of the same or

different points) is not empty, then each point of U -U has two sets of co-

ordinates xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn and §%, In U ■ U the Xi are single valued and

continuous functions of the    and conversely

Xi — fii^X), Xi Ji^x).

(c) The functions/,■(*) and/t(*) have continuous first partial derivatives.

A parametrized curve ® in STJi is defined in the following way: It is the con-

tinuous image of the interval a^t^b. It is oriented according to the orienta-

tion of (a, b). If a certain subarc &': a'^t^b' of £ is contained in a C.N.

the arc S' will have a representation x< = x((t), a'^t^b' where the functions

Xi(t) are continuous. If the functions x,(/) have continuous derivatives and

if for no value t0 all *,(/o) vanish, &' will be called of class C, with respect

to this C.N. If any subarc 6" of 6' is contained in a C.N. U", the arc <S"

will be of class C with respect to U". We can therefore say: We call S of

class C if every subarc of 6 which is completely in one C.N. is of class C'

with respect to this C.N.

Two parametrized curves £ and S', defined for a^t^b and a^r^ß re-

spectively, are said to belong to the same class if a topological mapping

t-^>r(i) of (a, b) onto (a, ß) exists which preserves orientation and carries E

into S'. A class of parametrized curves is called a continuous curve. All curves

of a class have the same initial and terminal points, which we therefore call

the initial and terminal points of the continuous curve.

If 6 is of class C and if S can be transformed into &' by a mapping

t-^r(t) where r is of class C and dr/dtX) for all t in (a, b), the curve S' will

be of class C. The parametrized curves S' originating from £ in this way

again form a class. We call this class a curve of class C (or simply a C'-curve).

Statements involving the words "continuous curve" or "C'-curve" will alwavs
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mean that they hold for all parametrized curves in the corresponding class.

A continuous curve will be called of class D' if it is the sum of a finite

number of curves of class C.

Since 99? is of class 1, contravariant vectors are defined. A contravari-

ant vector with origin x and components A1, • ■ • , A" will be designated by

(xi, • • • , xn; A1, • • • , An) or in short by (x, A). If AJ=0 for all j we call the

vector a null-vector. 99? becomes a Finsler-manifold or Finsler-space as soon

as a real function F(x, A) is defined for all contravariant vectors and has the

following three properties:

(la) F(x, A) is continuous as a function of the 2n variables x(, A' when Xj

varies in a C.N.

(lb) F(x, A) is positive definite, i.e., positive if (x, A) is no null-vector.

(lc) F(x, A) is positively homogeneous of order 1 in A, i.e., F(x, cA)

= cF{x, A) forc>0.

It follows from (a) and (c) that F vanishes for every null-vector. We do

not require that F(x, A) = F(x, —A). A neighborhood of P which together with

its closure is contained in a C.N. will be called a ^-neighborhood (K.N.) of P.

From (la, b, c) we get the following useful

Lemma 1. For every K.N. U(P) of P two positive numbers A and B, depend-

ing on the coordinate system, can be formed such that

(2) \ ^ F(x> x) «S B I x I»

(2') A max | Ai | ^ F(x, A) ^ B max | A; |.
i t

|A'| designates, of course, the absolute value of A*; but |a| = (^(xi)2)1/2

and more generally | a\ designates (2a2)1/2 when äi, • • • , am is a set of num-

bers with known subscripts.

Let Cpq be an oriented parametrized curve of class D' from P to Q,

a^t^b. Then in each of its points with a finite number of exceptions the

contravariant tangential vector Xi(t) is defined and F(x(t), x(t)) will be a

piecewise continuous function. Hence

I(Cpq) = f F(x, x)dt

is positive and finite and will have the same value for all parametrized curves

which belong to the same class Cpq as Cpq. We may therefore write I(Cpq)

instead of I(Cpq). As F-distance d(P, Q) we define the greatest lower bound

of I(Cpq) for all oriented curves of class D' from P to Q. We have

(3a) d(P, <2)>0 for P^Q, d(P, P)=0.
(3b) d(P, Q)+d(Q, R)^d(P, R).
(3c) d(P, Q) is continuous in the product space 9JcXüöc.

Finally we require the finite F-compactness of 9J?:
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(Id) If the distances d{Xv, P) or d(P, Xv) are bounded, then the sequence

X,, v = l, 2, • • • , has an accumulation point.

By VLp(P) and 2ÖP(P) we designate the sets of points X with

d(P, X) < p,      d(X, P) < p,

respectively. If P and p vary, the 1L(P) will traverse a system of neighbor-

hoods equivalent to the system of all neighborhoods, and so will the 3B„(-P).

A curve Cpq from P to Q of class D' will be called minimizing if I(Cpq)

= d(P, Q). If R, S, T are any three points which lie in this order on Cpq we

have

(4) d(R, S) + d(S, T) = d(R, T).

An oriented continuous curve from P to Q on which (4) holds for any three

points which occur in this order on Cpq will be called a Hilbert curve(2).

A Hilbert curve is necessarily simple (a Jordan arc); therefore we also call

it a Hilbert arc. By the well known procedure of successive construction of

mid-points one shows that for any pair of points P, Q there exists a Hilbert

arc from P to Q.

Let CpQ = P(t), a^t^b, be any parametrized curve from P to Q,

a=t0<h< ■ ■ ■ <tn = b a subdivision of (a, b). We form

m— 1

(4') Sm = £ d(Ph Pi+t)

and call L(Cpq) the least upper bound of S m as (/o, • • ■ , /m) varies over all

subdivisions of (a, b). It follows in the usual way from (3a, b, c) that Sm

will tend to L(Cpq) whenever (t0, ■ ■ ■ ,tm) traverses a sequence of subdivisions

for which max,- (£<+i — ti) tends to zero. L(Cpq) will have the same value for all

parametrized curves which are in the same class Cpq as Cpq. We may there-

fore write L(Cpq) instead of L(Cpq) which we call the generalized length of Cpq.

It follows from (4) that for Hilbert arcs Hpq

(5) L(HpQ) = d(P, Q).

Conversely, if (5) is satisfied, Hpq will be a Hilbert curve.

We conclude this section with a remark which will be useful later. Let

the conditions of Lemma 1 be satisfied and let Cpq be a curve of class D'

in the K.N. U(P). It follows from (2) that

(6) AE(CPQ) ^ I(CPQ) ^ BE(CPQ),

where E(C) designates generally the Euclidean length of the curve C, which

is defined since we move in a definite C.N.

(2) The words "Hilbert curve," as used here, correspond to the words "minimizing arc" as

used in the introduction.
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Let now U'(P)(ZU(P) be chosen in such a way that both the Euclidean

and the F-distance of any point Q of U'(P) from the boundary of U(P) are

greater than the respective distance of Q from any other point in U'(P).

Then a Hilbert arc and the Euclidean segment ens connecting two points

R, S of U'(P) will be contained in U(P), hence we get from (6)

(7) AE(eRS) ^ d(R, S) 2: BE{eRS);

and whenever we have two sequences of curves Crs and with E(Cßs)

-*E(eRS) and 1(2^)—S) the curves C%s and Krs will be contained in

U(P) from a certain subscript m on. It also follows from (7) that curves with

finite generalized length are rectifiable and conversely.

2. The indicatrix. We shall now study the function F(x, £) =/(£) at a fixed

point P with coordinates x in a fixed K.N. P will then be the origin of the

space of the contra variant vectors £. The hypersurface /(£) = 1, the so-called

indicatrix y(x) of F(x, £) at x, determines /(£) on account of its homogeneity.

By

|< j<

a) wrw f = i, •••,»,
we map the indicatrix topologically onto the unit sphere \%\ =1. The in-

equality (1.2) gives us

(2) A \i I ̂  /({) £ 3 I £ I,
and for the points £ on the indicatrix 7(x)

(2') $ 1/4,

so that 7(x) is between the spheres of radii 1/A and 1/B around the origin x.

Let a, be a covariant vector with origin P = x. Then a,£' = c represents a

hyperplane in £-space. For fixed ct the function </>(£) =a<£' is continuous on

7(x) and has a positive maximum. For choosing £i = p<z, with a suitable p>0

we get from (20

(3) max .£(£) ^ | a\ /A.

If *£ and **£ are two points at which this maximum is reached, the equations

<*«(!' - *$*) = o,    *,<{' - **^) = o

represent the same plane ir, which is called a supporting plane of y(x) (at each

of the points of y-ir). For each *£ in yir we have, on account of (3),

(30 ai*^^\a\/A.

For an arbitrary point £ of y(x) we have
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and therefore Oi(£' —*£*) =0. where the equality only holds for i-(Zy-ir. If ir

is any plane not containing the origin, we call ir' the closed half-space bounded

by TV which contains it. Then y(x) and also the domain T:/(£) ^ 1 bounded by

y are completely contained in the half-space w'. This shows that our definition

of a supporting plane coincides with the usual one. We have

If x: «;(£* — *£') =0, *£Cyt, is a supporting plane of y, then

(4) f(v) ~        2= 0 if aty - *e) > 0;

and conversely, if/(*£) = 1 and if (4) holds, a<(£' —*£*) =0 will be a supporting

plane of y (or V) at *£.

If we replace at by ca,-, c>0, the supporting plane x will not change.

(3') shows that we can find a k>0 such that with Ai = Ka,i

(5) A*? =/(*£)

for every vector *£ in yrr. (5) will hold for any vector c£', c>0, if it holds for £.

We call ^4 < the normalized normal of ir and every vector £ 5^ 0 which satisfies

(5) a supporting vector belonging to Ai. Among these supporting vectors those

with /(*£) = 1 are called normalized.

We can now say

Theorem 1. If A i is a normalized normal of ir, a fixed supporting vector

belonging to Ai, then

(6) f(v) ~ f(H) ~ Ai(t -      ^ 0,

and the equality sign holds if, and only if, ^.(tj* — £*) =0.

Remark. Replacing f(rj) and /(£) by F(jc, r?) and i^x, £) one recognizes in

the left side of (6) a generalization of the Weierstrass £-function.

Proof. With the help of (5) we reduce (6) to

(6') /(,) - Arf £ 0.

The left side being homogeneous in the rj', (6') will be proved if it is true for

all t]1 for which/(?;)=/(£); hence it is sufficient to prove (6) for /(??) =/(£).

But then (6) reduces to — A^ — £;) 5:0 or

V/w not
and now »7V/(?7) is an arbitrary vector on 7, ir a supporting plane at £'//(£),

and the theorem follows from our previous results.

The surface /(£) = 1 will be (strictly) convex, if the set/(£) ^ 1 is (strictly)

convex, and conversely. We quote the following known theorem (compare

[2, pp. 21, 22]).
The indicatrix/(£) = 1 is convex if, and only if,
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(7) ' M + v) ̂  AO + f(n)

for arbitrary contravariant vectors £* and 77'. The convexity will be strict if,

and only if, in (7) the equality sign holds only for

Ul = ßt,      X ^ 0,      ft ^ 0,      X + ft > 0.

If the indicatrix of F at x is (strictly) convex in one coordinate system,

it will be (strictly) convex in every coordinate system.

If 7 is not convex we consider its convex closure T which is the same as

the convex closure of V. By y(x) we designate the boundary of T. We shall

make use of the following fact (cf. [2, p. 6]).

Every supporting plane of y(x) is a supporting plane of y(x) and (which

is the less trivial statement) every supporting plane of y(x) is a supporting

plane of y(x).

Let now tj'^O be any vector with f(rj) = 1 and denote by r(rj) the ray

carrying 77. Consider the intersections ßrj', ß>0, of the different supporting

planes of y with r(rj). We have 0^1. Let «(»7)77* be the point where y{x) hits

r(r]) and define

(8a) a(x, cy) = a{t]) for c > 0,

then

(8b) a(x, £) ^ 1 for all x and £

and we have

(8') a{-q) = min ß.

For since a supporting plane of 7 at £¥(77)77' is a supporting plane of 7, a(r))

belongs to the numbers ß. There can be no ß<a(r]) since the corresponding

supporting plane of y(x) would separate «(77)»?* from the origin x (that is £ = 0),

and could therefore be no supporting plane of y(x).

Since 7 is bounded and closed, and 0(77)77' belongs to the convex closure

of 7, we can find points £{, on 7 such that «(77)77* belongs to the sim-

plex with vertices £j, (cf. [2, p. 9]). For later use we formulate this

statement as follows:

Theorem 2. Given a contravariant vector (x, 77) 5^ (x, 0) one can find contra-

variant vectors (x, £1), • • • , (x, £„) with

F(x, 77) = F(x, £,) = ••• = FC«, £„)

such that

n n

(9) «(*, 77) • (*, 77) = £ pa-(x, £„),      pa ^ 0,  2 t* = 1.

We now define a new function ^(x, £) by
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(10) F(x, Ö = M) = ——- F(x, £) - —- /(£).
a(x, £) a(|)

/(£) like/(£) is positive definite and positive homogeneous of order 1 in £.

We see from (8b) that

(10') F(x, D ^ f).

i^a, £) = 1 is the equation of y=y(x), since «(£)£* is on 7 with £' on 7.

With y the surface 7 is between the spheres of radii 1/A and \/B, i.e., we

still have

-*|tl &jm S6*|«l,
and for £C7

1/3 ^ 11| ̂  1M.

The indicatrix 7 will be convex if, and only if,/(^) =f(v) or a(rj) ml. We prove

Theorem 3. Ffs, 77) is a continuous function of the 2n variables *i, • • • , x„,

tj', • • • , 77". Therefore a(x, 77) is also continuous.

Proof. Let 77*,—^o^O, xm—>x0. Let Pm be the point at which the ray carry-

ing ?7m intersects y(xm) (Pm is the point a(xm, r)m) ■ {rfn/F(xm, J)m)) in the vector

space with origin xm). Let irm be a supporting plane of y(xm) at Pm. irm is also a

supporting plane of y{xm) at some point Qm. We may assume that Qm con-

verges toward a point Q and 7rm toward a plane it at x0. (Hereby we make use

of the fact that a sequence will converge toward P, if every subsequence con-

tains a subsequence which converges to P.) Then Pm will converge to the

intersection P of 7r with the ray r(?7o) issuing from x0. We have to prove that P

is the point where ^(770) intersects y(x0), i.e., the point a(x0, yo)(yi/F(x0, 770)).

Since F(x, rj) is continuous Q will be on y(x0). Since tt passes through Q it is a

supporting plane of y(x0) at Q. Otherwise ir would separate x0 from a point rj*

of y(x0) and also from all points of a certain closed sphere a: 2(fi —7?i)2 = P-

For large m the plane wm would also separate the sphere from the origin xm,

but a would contain points of y(xm).

Since it is a supporting plane of y(xo) and passes through P we see from

(8') that P is either outside or on y(x0). If P was outside of y(xo) we could find

a plane 7r* separating a certain closed sphere a* around P from y(xo) (see [2,

p. 4]). For large m, the plane 7r* would also separate <r* from y(xm) and there-

fore Pm from 7(xm), hence Pm could not belong to the convex closure of y(xm),

but it lies on y(xm).

Remark on Theorem 3. The proof contains the well known fact:

If y(xm) is convex and y(xm)—>y(xo) and if irm is a supporting plane of

y(xm), then each accumulation plane of the wm is a supporting plane of y(xo).

If the indicatrix y(x) is strictly convex, a supporting plane ^dair)i = c>Q
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can have only one common point with y(x). Hence, given a covariant vector

öi^O there is only one normalized supporting vector £' belonging to f* is a

single-valued function of a, with

^(XaO = f'r>) for X > 0.

If, conversely, £* is a point on y(x), a supporting plane 2a»'7, = c>0 through £

exists; hence £ belongs to a, but a will in general not be uniquely determined.

We call F(x, £) quasi-regular at x in the direction £, or £ a quasi-regular

direction of F at x if a(x, £) = 1. If £ is quasi-regular, supporting planes of y(x)

through £ will exist. If each such supporting plane meets y only at £, the direc-

tion £ is called regular. If all directions of F(x, £) at x are quasi-regular (regu-

lar), F(x, £) -is called quasi-regular (regular) at x. We have that Fix, £) is

(regular) quasi-regular at x if, and only if, the indicatrix F(x, £) = 1 is (strictly)

convex.

We shall later make essential use of the

Theorem 4. If F(x, £) is regular at all points of a K.N., the functions

? - $'(*, a)

are defined and single-valued for qi^O and continuous in the In variables

xi,       , xn, a\,       , an.

If F is regular, it follows from the last remark that F(x, £) = 1 is strictly

convex, and therefore £'(x, e) is defined and single-valued for o. j^O. Now let

xm—>x0 and am-+a0. There is exactly one supporting plane irm of F(xm, t]) = 1

of the form '^lam,irii = cm>0. This plane has only the point £m = £(xm, am) in

common with y(xm). Each accumulation plane tt of the vm is a supporting

plane of F(x0, rj) = 1 according to the Remark on Theorem 3. Now the normals

am of ttm converge to a0; therefore each such t has the form 2ao,f7i = Co >0.

But there is only one supporting plane ir0 of 7(x0) of this form; hence the irm

converge to iro. The accumulation points of the £m must be in tt0-7(xo), but

since 7(x0) is strictly convex 7r0 -7(x0) consists of exactly one point £0; there-

fore, £m—»£o = £(xo, ao), which completes the proof.

3. The relation between the P-metric and the F-metric. The functions

.F(x, £) and F(x, £) are both continuous as functions of the 2n variables in a.

certain C.N. Z7and for all £. If k is a compact subset of [/and a the unit sphere

I £| =1, the product kX<t will be compact; hence F and F will be uniformly

continuous on kX<t. We shall apply this fact in the following form.

Given an e>0 we can find a constant 8 >0 such that for x, iC«; £, *£Cc;

and |x — x\ <5, |£ —*£| <d the inequalities

(1) I F(t, *£) - F(x, Q I < e,      | F(x, *£) - F(x, £)| <«

hold
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If Cpq is a curve of class D' from P to Q, x{t), a^t^b, a representation

of it, we put

(2) I(CPQ) = f F(x, x)dt
J a

and call it the F-length of Cpq. Since F^Fwe have

(3) I (Cpq) ̂  I (Cpq).

Calling h(P, Q) the greatest lower bound of I(Cpq) for all curves of class D'

leading from P to Q we have

h(P, Q) ̂  d(P,Q).

The main purpose of this section is to prove that the equality holds. It will

be sufficient to see that for a given €*>0 and a given curve Cpq of class D' a

Cpq of the same class exists with

(4) \I(CPQ) - I(CPQ)\ < e*.

Cpq can be decomposed into a finite number of arcs each of which is cov-

ered by one C.N.; we may therefore restrict ourselves to proving (4) for each

such arc.

Now let P(t), a^tfkb, be a parametrized representation of Cpq and

7rm = (a = to<h< ■ ■ ■ <tm = b) a subdivision of (a, b) with x( the coordinates

of Pi = P(k). We form

m—l m—1

(5) Pm = J2F(X>" Ax*)> p™ = X) P(*k, &xk)
k=0 k=0

and

m—1   /» m—l /»

(5') P'm=H) H*> *)*. P'™ = E   I ^(*f *)*
k=oJ ePkpk+l k=lJ eptPk+1

where Axk = x(tk+x) — x(tk) and ess designates the oriented Euclidean segment

from R to S. It is known (see [l, pp. 286-289]) that for a given ei>0 a 5i>0

can be found such that if max* (tk+i — h) < 5i one has

(6) I I(CPQ) - Pm I < ei, I I(CPQ) - P'm | < ri»

(6') I 7(CPQ) - Pm I < ei, I 7(Cpq) - Pm I < ft,

and therefore also

(7) f 'Pm - PL I < 2£l, I ?» - P« I < 2£l.

For A^F^O we put
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Axk,< Axk.i
(8) rj* = -=-

a(xk, Axk)     a(xk, y)

According to Theorem 2.2 we can find vectors £i, • • ■ , £„ with

(9) • F(xk, 77) = F(xk, £,) = •••= F(xk, fcj

such that
n

(9') a(xk, 77)77* = 2 M« with />« ̂  0 and = 1.
0-1

We then have (see 2.10)

F{xk, Axk) = F(xk, a(xk, 77)77) = F(xk, 77)

and
n

E%,       - ft**, 77).
a—1

Hence

n

(10) F(xt, Axk) = ^F(xk, pa£a),
a=l

where Axk =2"-iP°£«-
2£«£« may De looked at as a polygon with oriented sides £a. Since xk is

fixed in (10), we have a Minkowskian metric, and the length of this polygon

will therefore equal the length of any polygon connecting the origin xk to the

point Ax* in £-space, whose oriented sides are parallel to the £„. In particular,

if the length of eptpk+i is ^ S we can choose such a polygon \k in the sphere of

radius 5 around Pk. If the subdivision wm was sufficiently fine we conclude

from (3.7) that

I /(X,) - F(xk, Axk) I <eE(\k),

where E(Kk) is the Euclidean length of Xj;. Putting

* m=1

cpq = y, Xk,
i-0

we shall have

(11) I I(C*pQ) - Pm\ < e£(C*e).

For the sake of simple notation we shall put

(12) E(P, Q) = E(ePQ),      I(P, Q) = I(ePQ),      I(P, Q) - 7{ePQ).

We then have
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E(\k) T,P«\ta\  _ Ej^U«j

E(Pk, Pk+i) | Axt |        a(xk, 77) I 77 I

On account of (9) we may assume that all the vectors (ji> • • • , £„ and 77 are

on Ff**, 8-1. It follows from (2.2') that

^     1/3 ^
F(x*) ^ E t'—rr E(Pk' P*+J = — £(p*> p*+')-

1/yl 3

Hence

E(C*PQ) Si — £(C^)-
3

This, together with (6') and (11), proves (4) and

Theorem 1. For any two points P and Q 0« 99? one has

(13) h(P, Q) = d(P, Q).

Remark. The sums (5) can be formed for any continuous curve CPQ. The

limit of Pm and PJ (00 admitted) will then exist and be the same for all se-

quences of subdivisions wm for which max* (tk+i — £&)—>0. (6) shows that for

curves CPq of class D' this limit equals I(CPq). Hence (5) may be used as a

(generalized) definition of the F-length for continuous curves. This is done in

Menger's investigations.

From these considerations we derive

Theorem 2. On a minimizing curve MPq all directions are quasi-regular.

Proof. Let P(t), a^t^b, be a representation of MPq and assume there is

a value t for which a(x(t), x(t)) > 1. If t is a point of discontinuity for x(t) then

Xi(t) may, for instance, be the right-hand derivatives. Since a(x, £) is continu-

ous (Theorem 2.3) we can find an interval (/, / + «) such that a(x, x) > 1 in

this interval. Then

1 t+e p t+t

F{x, x)dt < J     F(x, x)dt,

and Theorem 3.1 shows that MPq cannot be minimizing. Theorem 2 can be

generalized to relative minimizing curves.

4. The relation between the F-length and the generalized length. The fol-

lowing consideration will be local. We may therefore restrict ourselves to a

definite iC-neighborhood U(P0) of a given point Pü = xü. Besides 3.12 we use

the notation

M(C) = f F(xo, x')dt,      M(P, Q) = M(ePQ).
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If the indicatrix of F(x, £) is convex at x0 we have for any curve of class D'

from P to Q

(1) M(CPQ) ̂  M(P, Q),

since M then is simply a Minkowskian metric for which the straight lines are

minimizing. If C, v = 1, 2, • • • , is a sequence of curves of class D' converging

to P0 we have

M{Cr)
(2) lim = 1;

1(C)

for, on account of the continuity of F(x, £), we have for | x\ = 1

w„ = max I F(x0, x) — F(x, x) \ —> 0
x<C,

and

M(C) - 1(C)

1(C)

Jcr I F(x0, x') - F(x, x) I dt E(CV)
^ Uv

1(C) B-E(C)

Let now Pv^Qy, P„—»Po, Q,—+Po- Then we can find a curve C of D' class

from P, to Q, such that C,—»Po and

E(Pr, Qy)
(3) 0 i£ 1(C) - d(P„ Q,) < V ■

v

Designating by £„ the unit vector in the direction of eP Q we get on account

of (1)

M(C)       M(C)       v-M(P„Qv) vF(xo,t,)

and therefore with the help of (2)

(4) f^-L

We have, furthermore, from (1)

i     d(P„ Q,) = d(P„ Q,)     Jf(C.)     M(P„ Q,)     <f(P„ Q,)  M(P„ Q.)

I(P„Q,)       M(C)    M(Py,Qe)   I(P„Q,)       M(C) I(P.,Q.)

We see from (2), (4) that the limit of the right side is 1; hence d(P„ £>,)/I(P„ Q,)

—*1. Altogether we have the

Theorem 1. If the indicatrix of F(x, £) at xo=Po is convex (i.e., if F is

quasi-regular at x0), and if Pv—>P0, Q>—>Po, Q„9^P„ then
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,.    d(P„Q,) d(P„Qv)
(5) lim-= lim-= 1.

I(P„ Or) M(P„ Q.)

Corollary. Let F(x, £) be quasi-regular at every point of a compact subset

a of a C.N. Then for a given e > 0 a 5 > 0 can be found such that

I(P, Q)
(6) 0 ^ - 1 < e

d(P, Q)

for every pair P, Q in a with E(P, Q) < 5.

We deduce therefrom

Theorem 2. // F(x, £) is quasi-regular everywhere on 90?, then the F-length

coincides with the generalized length for any curve C of class D'.

(7) • 1(C) = L(C).

Therefore a Hilbert arc of class D' will be minimizing.

Proof. Let P(t), a^t^b, be a representation of C and let the subdivision

/o = a<^i< • • ■ <tn = b be chosen in such a way that the arc d corresponding

to the interval ti^t^ti+\, i = 0, ■ ■ ■ , m — 1, is covered by one coordinate sys-

tem. We have

HQ = End),      L(C) = J^L(Ci).

Therefore it is sufficient to prove (7) for every i. The set C,- is compact. On

account of the corollary we can therefore find a 5 >0 such that for ti^r'

<t" Sti+i and t" — t'<5 one has

0 =2 I(P(r'), P(r")) - d(P(r'), P(r")) < ed(P(r'), P(r")).

Let now /; = t0<ti< • ■ ■ <tp = /,+i be a subdivision of (/,-, ti+i) for which

max, (t;+i — Ti) < 5. Then

(8) E^W, *W)) - ZW, P(ri+1)) < ^d(P(ri), P(ri+1)) < eL(C),

and the theorem follows from (3.6) and the definition of generalized length.

If we define F-length and generalized length according to the Remark on

page 184, formula (8) shows that (7) holds for every continuous curve C.

Another application of Theorem 1 is

Theorem 3. If x„ = P„—>P0 = xo and x, = Q^P0 in such a way that the

univector £„ = (x, — x,)/1 ötv — xv \ converges to a vector £ (i.e., if the oriented straight

line PyQv converges), then

(9) d(Pv, Q,)/E(P„ Q.) -> F(*0, {)■

Therefore PQ and F(x, £) determine each other uniquely.
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Proof(3). F(x0, £) = 1 is convex. We know from (3.13) that h(Py, Qy)

= d(Py, Qv); hence we get from (5)

d(Py, Q.) d(Py, Qy)
1 1

f*PyQF(xo, x')dt     E{P„ Qy)F(x0, £,)

which proves (9).

As a last application of Theorem 1 we discuss the few differentiability

properties of Hilbert arcs which hold under these general conditions.

Lemma 1. // F(x, £) is quasi-regular at xQ = P0 and if Pm—>P0, Qm—*Po,

Rm—*Po, and

d(Pm, Qm) + d(Qm, Rm)
Im = -"-"-> 1,

d(Pm, Rm)

then

M(Pm, Qm) + M(Qm, Rm)
Mm =-> 1.

M(Pm, Rm)

Proof. d(Qm, Rm)/d{Pm, Rm) is bounded, since Im is, and we see from

Theorem 1 that

d(Qm, Rm) \-M(Pm, Rm)     M(Qm, Rm)

Hence we have

d(Pm, R   L d(Pm, Rm)      d(Qm, Rm)

„     d(Pm, Qm)M(Pm, Qm)/d(Pm, Qm) + d(QM, Rm)M(Qm, Rm)/d(Qm, Rm)
hm Mm = urn-■-

d(Pm, Rm)M(Pm, Rm)/d(Pm, Rm)

= lim Im = 1,

We shall prove now

Lemma 2. If under the same conditions F(x, £) is regular at x0 we also have

,   . „      E(Pm, Qm) + E(Qm, Rm)
(10) Em-> 1.

E(Pm, Rm)

Proof. By homothetic transformations for each m which may carry x into

x we can reach

Pm = P0,      E(Pm, Rm) = E(P0, Rm) = I.

We have

(3) This and the following proof follow closely the paper [3 [.
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_   _ M(Pp, Qm) + M(Qm, Rm)

M(P0, Rm)

and similarly Em = Em. If (10) did not hold we could find a sequence of sub-

scripts »i, n<i, ■ ■ ■ such that the points Qni and R„{ converge, to Q and R say,

and such that E„—->l+r;, r] >0. Then Q cannot lie on the segment epjt. On

the other hand we should have

M(P0, Q) + M(Q, R) =

M(P0, R)

(on account of Lemma 1). But F(x0, £) being strictly convex this is impossible,

because the Euclidean segments are the only minimizing arcs for the M-

metric.

We can prove now

Theorem 4. Let Cab be a Hilbert arc from A to B and Pa = xo an interior

point of Cab at which F(x, £) is regular. If Cab has at P0 a left- (right-) hand tan-

gent, it will also have a right- (left-) hand tangent and the two tangents coincide.

Hence, if Cab is of class D', it is of class C.

Proof. Since Cab is a Hilbert arc it can be mapped topologically onto an

interval a^t^b. Let P(t) be such a representation, and assume that P0 cor-

responds to to and that a left-hand tangent exists. Let >/0+0. For every tv

which is sufficiently close to to we can find a value t„ <t0 such that E(P(tv), P0)

= E(Pq, P(tv)). Since Cab is a Hilbert arc, we have

d(P(rv), Po) + d(P0, P(tr))
= 1

d(P(r„), P(ty))

and Lemma 2 tells us that

E(P(rr), Po) + E(P0, P(Q)
(11)-> 1.

E(P(r„), P(t,))

The straight line P(r„)Po converges to the left-hand tangent of Cab at P0.

Since the triangle P(t,)PüP(tv) is isosceles it follows from (11) that

$LP(tv)PaP(t,) tends to 7r, which proves the theorem.

In spite of this theorem, examples have been given which show that even

if F(x, £) is regular everywhere, and if all partial derivatives of F with respect

to the £; exist, points A, B may occur for which no Hilbert arc from A to B of

class D' exists. (See [3], pp. 281-285.)

5. The Lipschitz condition; pseudo-circles. Consider the last statement

together with the example of the Minkowskian geometry, where F does not

depend on x. In the latter case no conditions regarding the dependence of F

on the £* are put besides the regularity, nevertheless the minimizing arcs are
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analytic curves, namely straight lines. One is led to impose on F conditions

regarding its variation with respect to the x. The weakest condition which

suggests itself is the following Lipschitz condition:

To a given point x0 = Pa there exists a C.N. U(P0) such that for any two

points x and x in U(Po)

(le) |F(*,f)-F(x, £)| SC|*-*|-

where C depends on U(Po) but not on x, x or £. Furthermore, we assume

(If) The function F(x, £) is regular everywhere.

From (le) we derive a simple inequality which is fundamental for the fol-

lowing considerations:

Lemma 1. Let eTQXl be in U(Po) where U(Po) is a K.N. contained in the

U(Po) of the preceding definition, and let x be an interior point of eX0X1. Let (x, £)

and (xi, £i) be two parallel vectors with

(2) £ I x0 — X\ I = £i I x0 — x I.

Then

(3) F(*1,£1) -F(*,£) ^ 1 * H * ~ ^ I {B -C\x- x0\],
X Xq

where B has the same signification as in Lemma 1.1.

Proof. We have

Ff>„ fc) - F(», 5) = {F(*„ £0 - £(^x. Ö } + {F(x!, 0 - F(*. £)}.

We see from (2) that

r| x0 — xi I 1
F(*i, f i) - F(*i, Ö = F(*i, £)  ^-i - 1

LI xo — x I J

* — x%J ̂ 3 I £ I I x — xi\
= F{xu £)

I x — x0 \ I x — Xo I
We draw from (le) that

|F(*u £) -F(x, £)| <C| x - Xl \ ■ I £|.

These two equalities prove (3).

From now on we assume that W is two-dimensional, n = 2.

All our considerations will be restricted to a fixed convex K.N. U(Po).

Then A, B, C may be chosen once for all as positive constants. kß{P) may

designate the circle of radius p around P and KD(P) the closed circular disk

bounded by k„{P).

Let now a point P and two constants p and P be chosen in such a way that
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(4) P < P,      KF(P) C U(P0).

Let 0 = Xo be on kp(P). Then R~P(P) does not contain 0. There are two con-

tinuous vector fields (x, o) = (x, a; 0) in KP{P) such that the unit vector a,-

is normal to x—Xo at x. Since F(x, £) is regular everywhere, we conclude from

Theorem 2.4: To (x, a; 0) as covariant vector there belongs exactly one vec-

tor (x, £) = (x, £; 0) with F(x, £) = 1 and such that £ is supporting vector of

Y(x) to (x, a\0) as normal vector, and (x, £; 0) will form a continuous vector

field in K„(P). As 0 traverses &p(P) the vector field (x, a; 0) will vary con-

tinuously; therefore (x, £; 0) will depend continuously on x and 0. Using the

uniform continuity we may say

Lemma 2. Given *e>0we can find p>0 such that

(5) I (x, £; O) - (x, *£; 0)\ <*t

for any two points x, x in KP(P) and for every O on kP(P).

Since 1/B > \ £| >1/A the inequality (5) implies for the angle co between £

and *£ that

(5') co < arc sin (*(A).

We designate K„{P) by K'P(P) if arc sin (*eA) <K

We are now going to define the pseudo-circles. The basic idea of this whole

last part will be that these curves have the convexity property which is ex-

pressed in Theorem 1 of this section. We keep our previous notations and fix

a point 0. Consider the differential equations

(6) =      = (*, £; o), i = l, 2.
dt

The solutions of (6) are called pseudo-circles with center 0. On account of

F{x, £) = 1 the parameter t is the F-length. There passes a solution of (6)

through every interior point R of KP(P) which can be continued to either side

until it hits kp(P) the first time, at A and B respectively. We see

Lemma 3. Every interior point R of K„{P) is contained in at least one pseudo-

circular arc cab from A to B of class C' and such that A and B are on kp{P)

and all other points of a ab are in the interior of K„(P).

If KP(P) is a Kl(P) in the sense defined above, the directions of the tan-

gents of any two pseudo-circles with the same center 0 (at arbitrary points of

the pseudo-circles) differ by less than \e.

Lemma 4. A Euclidean ray r issuing from 0 intersects an arc a ab in at most

one point, a ab is therefore a simple arc.

For r is never tangential to a ab as we see from the definition and from
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(2.3')- If t had more than one common point with (Tab there would be a subarc

(Tod of a ab whose endpoints are on r and which has no other common points

with r. As x traverses <tcd the angle $LCOx must reach a maximum, for x = x'

say, and the ray from 0 through x' would be tangential to (Tab at x'. It follows

that (Tab has a single-valued representation r=f(<p) in polar coordinates with

center O which, as is shown later, is of class C Hence the arc a ab is simple

and decomposes KP(P) into exactly two domains (ta'b and <jab where a ab con-

tains the points (r, <p) of KP(P) with r<f(<p) and is called the convex side of

a ab and a ab contains the points (r, <f>) with r>f(<f>) and is called the concave

side of a ab-

Lemma 5. Let R be a given interior point of KP(P) and £ a given direction

through R. There is always a pseudo-circular arc a ab through R with tangent £

at R = xr and such that <tÄb is on the left- {right-) side of a ab with respect to the

orientation of a ab-

Proof. Let F(xr, £) = 1. Let / be a supporting line of F(xr, £) = 1 at £ and a,

the unit vector normal to t. Then (xT, a) will be a supporting normal to £;

as supporting vector. Take the straight line perpendicular to a, through R

and let 0, 0' be its intersections with kP(P). The pseudo-circles through R

with centers 0 and 0' have a tangent with direction £ at R and the corre-

sponding concave domain is to the right or left of the pseudo-circle according

to whether 0 or O' was taken.

We now come to the main property of the pseudo-circles.

Theorem 1. Let E(0, P) = P, p<P, KF(P)CÜ(P0) and p + P<B/2C. Let

a ab be a pseudo-circular arc decomposing KP(P) into the concave side (ta'b an(L

the convex side (Tab- Let R and S be interior points of a ab and such that R pre-

cedes S on (Tab- If o-rs designates the subarc from R to S of a ab and Crs is any

continuous curve from R to S which, except for R and S is completely in the in-

terior of (Tab then

(7) L(CRS) > L{cRS) = I fas).

Proof. Since aRs is rectifiable, we may assume that Crs is rectifiable and

also that it is a simple arc. Let P(t), a^t^b, be a representation of Crs- In-

troduce again polar coordinates (r, <j>) with center 0 = Xo, let P(x) = (r(t),u(t)),

and let (Tab again have the representation r=f((f>), in particular (f(4>i), <Pi) **R,

(f(4>i), fa) =5. We may assume that <£i<02- The function co(t) is continuous;

therefore there is a last value h in (a, b) for which co(/i) =</>i and a first value

h in (h, b) such that co(t2) —cpi (h = a or t2 = b admitted).

We then have

(8) 0i < «(/) < H for h < t < h.

Put P(h)=Ri, P(t2)=Sl and let CRlSl be the subarc h%t£h of CRS. It is
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sufficient to prove that

(9) I(CmlSf) > L(aRS).

It follows from (8) that for h^t^h the segment e0P(t) will intersect aAB in

exactly one point, namely *P(t) = (/(«(/)), oi(t)) which we call the projection

of P(t) onto a ab- We have mF(ti) =R, *P(h)=S. Let t'-h>0 and fc—*">0

be so small that *P(t') precedes *P(t") on a ab and put P(t') =R', P(t")=S'.

For t'^t ^t" the number E(P(t), *P(t)) is a positive and continuous function

of t, which therefore has a positive maximum a. Let now

ayC
(10) 0 < 3e <-

2

with 7 = (P-p)J_w(/')-w(<")| • We choose h<U <t' and t" <t* <t2 such that

with R = P (2*), S = P (/*) we have

(11) £(CSlSl) - L(Crs) < c      7(<rRS) - < e.

We then choose a subdivision tt = (r0 = /* <ti< • • • <rm = t*) (P(t,) = Pi)

such that <' and t" occur among the t, and so fine that firstly the chords

ePiPi+l are all contained in the interior of (Tab and secondly

(12) L(Crs) - 2 I(P„ Pr+l) < e

which is possible on account of the Remark on page 184 and thirdly

(13) E(P, *P) > |a for P C Z

Let *P„ be the projection of P„. We call the subarc a^Pll ,pr+l of (Tab regular if

*P„ precedes *P„+i on a ab- The regular arcs trtPr tPy+l cover (T^s, hence desig-

nating by 2' the summation over the regular subarcs,

(14) E'AfcftrfV«) /(»Ad-

Let

*xr{t), t,&t%t,+u

be a representation of the regular arc atPy ,p,+1> where *x,(t) is of class C. To

every point *x(<) there belongs exactly one point x(t) of ePl,Pr+i whose projec-

tion *x(t) is. In this way x(t) is defined as function of the same parameter t.

Xi(t) is also of class C. (One sees this immediately if one puts x(t) = (r(t),

<t>(t)), for then

**i(t) — xoi
(j>(t) = arc tg ■

#Xi(t) — Xoi

where x0 = 0.)
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We form

tr+l

(15)

/• ly+l
\F(x(t), *(0) - FUx(t), *x(t))}dt

tr

/> tv+l

\F(x, x) — F(*x, kx) \ dt
h

/> ty+l
{F(*x, kx) - F(*x, *x')}dt,

ly

where k= | *x — x0| /\ x — x0|. By construction the vector + { k [xi(2+A) —Xi(t) ]

— [*Xi(t-\-A) —*Xi(t) ]} is either a zero vector or has the direction of the seg-

ment eI((I(t+A). Letting A—»0 we see that + (kx,-(/) —*x,(/)) has the direction

of eI0 .*(()• Furthermore, it follows from the definition of pseudo-circles that

*x(t) is a supporting vector of F(*x, £) = 1 belonging to a covariant vector a,-

perpendicular to the ray 0#x. Let ^4fbe the normalized normal in the direc-

tion a,-. Applying (2.6) we see that

F(09i *x) — F(*x, *x) ^ Ai(k±i — fcX,).

Hence the second integral on the right side of (15) is not negative. Only for

this conclusion we used the denning property of pseudo-circles.

The Lipschitz condition will be used to get an estimate of the first integral.

For we get from (3) that

F(x, x) — F(*x, kx) 3: -1-1-      [B — C \ *x — x01 }
I *X      Xo I

x
\B — C I *x — x01 }.

I x — x0 \

Now we have |*x— x0| <B/(2C), |x —x0| <B/(2C). Therefore

7(P„ P,+1) - I(a.Py.P,+l) ^ 0

for the regular arcs on CBS and on account of (13) we have |x — *x| >\a for

the regular arcs on Cr's>- Hence we have for all these arcs, using the above

inequalities for |*x— x0| and |x —x0|,

■    , aC
F{x, x) — F(+x, kx) 3: I x I — •

We then get from (15) that

/' '*+' .    .   ceG aC—dt    = —E(P„Py+1),
tv

and therefrom, using (14),

2 2
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£ I(P„ Ph-i) ̂  H'HP., A+i) ^ Z'/Ccr.p,./.^) + E" —E(P„ A+x)

(16) ^

£/<*Ä3)+— £"P(P, JVw).

where Z" means the sum over all regular ep„p„+1 for which Pr and P„+i belong

to Cr'S'-

To get an estimate for£".E(P„, P^+i) we remark that the ep„p„+1 are out-

side of Kp-p(0). Therefore

E(P„ P,+l) > I co(r,+1) - co(r,) I (p - p),

and since the projections of the regular segments ep„pv+1 cover the arc of

Kp-piQ) from        to «(/") we have

(17) E"£(P, fVO > I »09 - co«") I • (p - p).

Altogether we get from (10), (11), (12), (16) and (17) that

L(CRlSl) ~ H<rns) > ~ 3e > 0,

which proves the theorem.

Since Cr1s1 instead of Crs occurs in the last inequality, we can pronounce

the following result.

Theorem 1'. Let p and P satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. Let ~Zab be

a simple oriented arc which, except for its endpoints A, B is in the interior of

KP{P). Let ~2iab contain a pseudo-circular subarc ga-b1 whose orientation coin-

cides with that of 'Sab- Designate by S^B, ~Zab the sets into which ~Lab decomposes

K„(P), let S4£ be the one whose points close to interior points of aa'b' are on the

concave side of cta'b' and finally let R and S be two points of Oa'B' where R pre-

cedes S. Then (7) will hold for any continuous arc Crs from R to S which, except

for R and S, is in the interior of Zab-

6. Proof that every Hilbert arc is of class C. In this section we are going

to prove that under the conditions (la)-(lf) every Hilbert arc is of class C.

We shall see first that a Hilbert arc from Q to P has a tangent at P; i.e., we

shall prove

Theorem 1. A simple continuous arc Cqpfrom Q to P which has no tangent

at P is no Hilbert arc.

Proof. Since Cqp has no tangent at P the rays RP must have at least two

different accumulation directions — gi and —g2 as R tends to P on Cqp. Let <f>

and ip be the two angles between +gi and +g2 so that <p-\-ip = 27r. Byco,(A, T)

we designate generally a half-angle with h as bisector, opening rj and vertex T.
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Let now +g and — g be the bisectors of <p and respectively, and choose 77

and « such that the 4 angles

(1) co,( + ft, P), »,(+ g2, P), co3e( + tu P), co3e(- g, P)

are disjoint except for their common vertex P.

Take now a circle K'P(P) (cf. p. 190, after (5')), and let Cqp be represented

by P(t), a5j/f£0, and let tp be the greatest number for which E(P(t), P) =p.

Call Cp the subarc tp ̂  / ^ 6 of Cqp. There is a subarc Cpjp2 of Cp which connects

a point Pi of w,(+gi) to a point P2 of co,(-f-g2) and which is completely in either

Fig. 1

co^+,(+g, P) or w^+,( — g, P). Assume, for instance, that Cp^C^+^+g)- We

then construct a pseudo-circular arc a ab with center on kP(P) which passes

through P, has — g as tangent at P and for which Pi is in aAB and P2 in aAB.

This is possible on account of Lemma 5.4 and because a ab is contained in

P)+wt( —g, P) (the tangent of a ab varies in XP(P) by less than |e).

Therefore Cp,p2 intersects o^b- Among the intersections there is one, R say,

such that Crp2 belongs to a ab except for R. We now draw through R a pseudo-

circular arc ab'a' with center O' on kp(P) with the following properties: The

tangent of <tb'a' at R forms with +g the angle e and such that it points into

(Tab, furthermore such that if <rAB is on the left (right) of <tab, the set ob'A' is

on the right (left) of gb'a>- The subarc aRA' of <tb'A' will he in aAB except for R.

Call *<ta'r the arc <tra' in opposite orientation. Then the arc ~2a'b = *<rA'r-\-<rRB

will be simple. w,(+gi) and w,(-|-g2) are on different sides of Sa-b since Sa-b

lies in w3e(+g, P)-r-co3e( — g, P). The arc Cp2p contains points of co,(+gi, P);

therefore traversing Cp2p we hit 2Vb the first time, at P3 say. Then Cj?p8 does

not intersect 2^'b except at R and P3 because Vx'j is contained in aAB and

Crp2 in ctab. If PsCcra' we see from Theorem 5.1' that
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d(R, P3) ^ I(aRPJ < L(CRP3),

where <rRpz is the subarc from R to P3 of <tb'a> and if PzCvab we see from the

same theorem that

d(R, Pt) £ I(cRP3) < L(CRP3),

where aRpi is the subarc of a ab from R to P%. Therefore in neither case can

Cpq be a Hilbert arc, q.e.d.

Let now Hqp be a Hilbert arc from Q to P. Then the subarc Hqr of HQP

is a Hilbert arc for every interior point R of Hqp. It therefore has a tangent

at R. It then follows from Theorem 4.4 that Hqp has a tangent at R. For the

point Q we can prove the existence of a tangent as follows.

If HpQ is HQP in opposite orientation, it is a Hilbert arc from P to Q with

respect to F*(x, £) = F(x, — £). Therefore ilpe has a tangent at <2; hence Hqp

has one too. We see

Theorem 2. ^4 Hilbert arc has a tangent everywhere.

We shall prove now

Theorem 3. An arc CqP from Q to P which has a tangent everywhere, but

whose tangent is not continuous at P, is no Hilbert arc.

Proof. Let ß be the direction of the tangent at P. Then a sequence of points

Pm—>P on Cqp exists such that the directions ym of the tangent of Cqp at Pm

converge to a line with direction y^ß. Let 4> be the lesser of the two angles

formed by ß and y at P and let £ be a bisector of this angle. Consider K*/2(P)

(for definition see page 190). On kv(P) we choose the point 0 such that the

vector field (x, £; 0) has the direction £ at P and such that if a ab is a pseudo-

circular arc of the vector field the direction y points into o'AB.

Let (tambm be a pseudo-circular arc with center O through Pm. Then its

direction at Pm differs from £ by less than t/>/4, and since £ bisects $Lßy and

ym^y and PmP — ßm-^ß we see that for large m the rays ym and ßm will not

belong to the angles co^/2( — *£, Pm) or c<v/2( + *£, Pm), where *£ designates the

parallel to £ through Pm. Therefore ym will point into the concave side

ffambm of a ab and ßm into o-'lmBm.

As in the preceding proof we now replace the subarc <rAmpm of o-ambm by

another pseudo-circular arc ffpma' which is a subarc of a pseudo-circular arc

<tb'A' through Pm with center 0'<ZKp(P) where 0' is determined as follows:

The field vector of (x, £; O') at P has direction — £ and a'B,A, is on the right

(left) of <rB'A> if o-'ambm is on the left (right) of aambm. Then 7 will still point

into the concave side of any pseudo-circular arc of K^/2(P) with center O'.

Call o\,pm the subarc aPmA' of <tb'A' in opposite orientation. Then

Sa 'b„ = *oa >pm + <rp„sm

will be a simple arc, which is contained in the angles coW2(*£, Pm) and
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wW2( — *£, Pm). Therefore ym and ßm point into different sides Si and S2 of

Let ym point into Si.

Now Cpq has tangent ym in Pm. Therefore the points on Cpq following Pm

and sufficiently close to Pm must be in Si. Since ßm contains P, the point P

must be in S2. Therefore, traversing CQP from Pm on we shall meet S^'sm

a first time, at R say. Then one sees, as in the preceding proof that, no matter

whether R belongs to apma' or <Tpmb the arc Cp„r will be longer than the corre-

sponding subarc of <rpma> or 0>mB. We see, as in the preceding proof, that Hqp

has a continuous tangent at Q too, and hence that every Hilbert arc HQp has

a continuous tangent everywhere. If we then introduce the arc length s on

Hqp as parameter, HQP will have a representation x,(s) where the x,-(s) are

of class C. Therefore Hqp is of class C. We have

Theorem 4. If the space 9)c is two-dimensional and if the conditions (la)-

(lf) hold, every Hilbert arc is of class C

7. Examples. Finally we discuss the question whether under the condi-

tions of the last theorem any of the following questions can be answered posi-

tively :

(1) Have the minimizing curves second derivatives^)?

(2) Is there at least one minimizing curve through a given line element!

(3) Is here at most one minimizing curve through a given line element?

The answer to all three questions is negative. In order to construct a simple ex-

ample we remind the reader of the function Fix, y ;£,??) = (ii2 + r)2)in/y, which

defines a hyperbolic metric in the half-plane y>0 of the Euclidean (x, y)-

plane. Therefore

a2 +12)1'2     (e + v2)1'2
-f -

y + 1 1 - y

will define hyperbolic metrics in the half-planes y > — 1 and y < 1 respectively.

The integrand

(£2 + w
F(x, y; £, r,) = ,—r-

1 + I y \

is regular everywhere and we have

I F(x, f; l V) - F{x, y; f, „) | = ({* + „2)1/2

^ (hi - Iflxe + v*)1"
Z ((* - x)2 + (y - yYYn-(e + r,2)1'2

(4) This question has an invariant meaning only if SO? is of class 2, which will be the case

in the following examples.
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so that the Lipschitz condition (c) is uniformly satisfied. For y^O (y^O) the

minimizing arcs are the semicircles perpendicular to y= — 1 (y = l). There-

fore every point on y = 0 can be joined to (0, 0) by exactly two minimizing

arcs. Hence no minimizing curve with y = 0 as tangent of (0, 0) exists. The

same holds for every other point on the x-axis. This answers (2) negatively.

To get examples for the other two questions we consider

(£2 + ,»)'/.

F(x, y; £, rj) = —-,—p •

1 -1 y\

Here the Lipschitz condition (c) holds uniformly for \y \ ^r<l therefore in

a suitable neighborhood of any given point in \y \ <1. For y>0 (y<0) the

extremals are now the semicircles perpendicular to y = l {y= — 1). Since we

have at every point (a, 0) of the x-axis one circle of each family tangent to the

x-axis at (a, 0), we see that question (3) has a negative answer.

But this example also settles question (1). Obviously the segment of the

x-axis joining (0, 0) to (a, 0) is the only minimizing arc connecting them.

Take now a point (a, 1-1/21'2) with a > 1/21/2 and let H be a Hilbert arc

connecting (a, 1 —1/21'2) to (0, 0). It cannot contain points (x, y) with y<0

for then it would contain a point (b, 0) preceding (x, y) and the segment from

(b, 0) to (0, 0) would be shorter than the corresponding arc of H.

We know from Theorem 6.4 that H is of 'class C. It follows therefrom

that H must look as follows: Let C be the semicircle perpendicular to y = +1

through (a, 1-1/21'2) which is tangent to the x-axis, at (a-l/21/2, 0). Then

the arc of c from (a, 1 — 1 /21'2) to (a —1/21/2, 0) together with the segment of

the x-axis between (a —1/21/2, 0) and (0, 0) will constitute H, but H has no

second derivative at (a —1/21/2, 0).

The family of minimizing curves issuing from (0, 0) with the x-axis as

tangent does not form a field. We were not able to find a counter-example for

(3) with the field property.
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